We call / a positive operator if each m t eP, a prime operator if r ^ 2 and gcd(m 2 , m r ) = 1, and a linear operator if c = 0. Denote by ^ the set of all positive, prime, linear operators, and by 3ίf the set of all prime linear operators that are not positive. For each/6^, </+l|0> is a periodic set by Theorem 12 of [1] ; let δ(f) be its smallest eventual period. LEMMA 
Letfe^*, let a, s, teZ, with (σ(f) -l)a + seN, and {σ{f) -l)a + te P. Then T = </ + {s, t) \ a) has an eventual period δ(/)gcd(t -s, (*(/)-l)α + t) = δ(/)gcd((σ(/)-l)α + s, (σ(/)-l)α + t).
Proof. Define a sequence (ΓJ^eP) of subsets of Z as follows: let 2\ = </+ ί|α>, and for fceP, let Γ 2fc = </+ s\T 2k _ x y and Γ 2fc+1 = </+ί|T 2fc >. Then certainly each T n has an eventual period d(f) ((σ(f) -l)a + t), and further T = U^eP 2V Thus T has an eventual period δ(f) ((σ(f) -l)a + ί). If (σ(/)-l)α + s = 0, we are done. Otherwise, we may interchange the roles of s and t in the argument above to conclude that T also has an eventual period of δ(f)((σ(f) -ΐ)a + s). Then there exists veP such that for all aeN, b e P, T -(f\a,b) has an eventual period ^ gcd(α, 6).
Proof. We may assume gcd(α, Proof. Let t e A, produce g as in Lemma 2. Let a = g(0)/(l -σ( let P = {n e Z \ n ^ a}. By Theorem 12 of [1] , and its extension noted above, there are finite sets B x and B 2 such that </1 A) Π P - (g \ B x ) and (-</|A»nP=<</|5 2 >. But then </| A) = (g | B, U (-5 2 )>, and clearly </| J5 X U (-5 2 ) U {t}) = </| A>. Finally, we need only choose a finite JS£ A so that £ x U (-J5 2 ) U {t} £ </| J5>.
With Theorem 3, we have achieved goal (1) . We now turn our attention to sets of residue classes in the ring Z d . We make the convention that any integer divides 0; hence a = b (mod 0) if and only if a = b, and gcd^ = gcd{0} = 0. Further, if deN, and A, BQZ, define AQB (modd) if for all αei, there is some b e B with a = b (mod d), and
Finally, define Ί{A) = gcd(A -A); and if C is a set of residue classes, define 7(C) = 7(Ute C A).
The following theorem is essentially Theorem 10 of [1] .
THEOREM 4. Let de P, let fbe a prime operator, let AQZ with
DEFINITION 3. Let R be a family of finitary operators on a set X, let A £ X. We denote by [R, A] the following family of operators: let feR be an r-ary operator, let K, L be a partition of [1, r] with K Φ φ, let τ: L ~> (R\A); define a | iΓ|-ary operator g on X as follows:
Let [R, A] be the set of all such operators g. Thus T = <[i2, A] is the smallest set containing B, and with the property that if / is an r-ary operator in R, and x lf x 2 , , x r e (R \ A) U T, and at least one x, e T, then f(x lf , x r ) e T. In particular,
Then, if B -φ φ,
Proof. We need only show, for all a, beZ, that a == α x (mod d) for some a x e <[/ + c, a] \ 6). We may further assume /G^, and But if the above intersection is empty, then a + sNξk(f + c\a)= T and so T has an eventual period s by Theorem 4 of [3] . But T has smallest eventual period t, so t divides s, contradicting s < t.
In the general case, let a'
The innocent Lemma 3 lead to the fundamental Theorem 3 on closed subsets of Z. The following lemma, with analogous hypotheses, will lead to the fundamental Theorem 6 below on closed subsets of Z d , deP.
LEMMA 3. Let de P, let a,beZ, let AQ z, let f be a prime operator with Proof. We can assume Af Φ 0. Let α, 6 6 iSΓ, with α <^ b; let ί = s |Af|/gcd(Af, m [s] Proof. By Lemma 7, mT + 1 == T (mod Af), so T is closed under mx + 1, (mod Af). A simple induction on n shows m [n] e (mx + 11 0) for each 0 <£ n < t. 
Finally, θ is the product of the Mis.
For each i e R, let s t be the order of m t modulo M i9 let t i = LEMMA 9. Let x,k u , fc r 6 Z, let a 17 , a r e P.
• + & r m; r Ξ x (mod 0) ί/ α^d only if, for all ie R, ki = χm aiiSi~1} (mod M t ).
Proof. This is a chain of equivalent statements: Proof. By Theorem 4, </ + 11 0> = m,{f + 11 0> + + m r </ + 11 0> + 1 (mod θ) .
But for each ieR,
COROLLARY 7. Let a, ceZ. Then, modulo θ,
THEOREM 9. Let ceZ, let AQZ. Then
Proof. This is a consequence of Corollary 3.
This concludes our investigation of sets of residue classes closed under a prime operator. We now apply these results to closed sets of integers. Proof. We may assume feP. Further we may assumed, β£ P; for if that special base be true, it can be applied, for general A, B, to the set Γ = (/|(AnP)U(-(BnP))), thus A, BQT, so Γ= r. If T is of type 3, our troubles are over, as T = \J t zτ θ t-If T is not of type 3, we may assume, (by replacing T with -T if necessary), that T is of type 1. In this case, let ({a} if aeA S = {u e Z I u > a, u e t f or some ίeT^U ( φ if α?4 then clearly S is a periodic set with A(J/(s)CS, and Thus S is only a "little bit too big"; for many applications, this is sufficient information. We have a method for producing T from S, details will appear elsewhere.
